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Abstract
Lifetime is a key parameter in the design of routing protocols in energy-constrained wireless sensor networks (WSNs).
Conventional single-path routing schemes may not be optimal in maximizing network lifetime. In this paper, we
present a new routing algorithm based on the optimal number of hops to partition the path from the source to the
sink. The algorithm is based on energy consumption constrained routing method. The mathematical model uses
mixed-integer programming (MIP), based on the Lagrangian relaxation (LR) method, to define critical parameters that
control the adaptive hop-by-hop switching. LINGO is used to investigate the performance trade-offs between energy
efficiency and quality of service (QoS). Simulation results revealed that our algorithm significantly improves the
lifetime by 46.91, 73.00, and 80.00% as compared to the well-known node density control, upper-bound, and WSN
optimization of network lifetime algorithms, respectively.
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1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of self-
organized sensor nodes, which suffer from limited power,
computational capabilities, and bandwidth [1]. A WSN is
a promising technology that offers a good solution for the
design and development of real-time applications using
traditional networking paradigms [2], in addition to new
types of networks, such as the Internet of Things (IoTs)
which has been a core research topic since the beginning
of this century [3]. Each sensor node is equipped with
a battery, a micro-controller, memory, and a transceiver,
whereas the sink node collects data for processing and
decision-making [4]. The sensor node monitors, collects,
and sends information to an allocated area [5]. This means
that sensor nodes should operate in a limited energy bud-
get to provide support for applications with an affordable
cost [6]. However, batteries possess a finite energy capac-
ity, and this limitation has generated significant inter-
est concerned with the use of many aspects of WSNs
to increase battery life by selecting optimal paths with
effective power management to maximize operational
lifetime [7].
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Energy efficiency analysis is notoriously difficult due
to the network lifetime that depends on several factors,
including network architecture, routing protocols, data
collection initiation, lifetime definition, channel charac-
teristics, and power consumption [8–10]. To address these
limitations, WSNs offer various types of routing proto-
cols, such as single-hop or multihop to facilitate a route to
the sink [11]. These routing protocols have been proposed
to address energy efficiency in real-time applications [12].
Some of these algorithms aim at maximizing network
utilization and QoS, while several routing and specific
path selection mechanisms have been proposed to meet
dynamic network topology and applications with specific
QoS guarantees [13, 14]. Hence, network parameters such
as node density, initial energy in sensor nodes, and data
rate could be selected as metrics for the path selection
mechanism to achieve the desired network lifetime [15].
Most existing routing protocols select the minimum
energy single-path, whereby each source node transmits
data to the sink via the shortest path [16]. The opti-
mal single-path is selected based on metrics such as
the gradient of information, distance to the sink or the
node residual energy level [16]. Although the single-path
approach is flexible, simple, and scalable, path breakage
due to node failure requires initiation of a new route dis-
covery process which increases energy consumption [17]
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and leads to an early termination of the network and par-
tition [13]. Therefore, single-path routing cannot meet
the requirements of real-time applications [18]. Several
routing protocols that use multipaths have been pro-
posed based on either load balancing or network reliability
[19–21]. Load balancing can be achieved by balancing
energy utilization among the multipaths to improve net-
work lifetime [22]. Data transmission relies mostly on the
optimal path or number of hops. The alternative paths are
used only when the nodes on the primary route fail [23].
In this paper, we present a mathematical model for
an energy-consumption constrained multipath routing
determination mechanism. The aim behind partitioning
the multipath is to achieve higher reliability for a given
total lifetime in the WSN, i.e., at each moment, every sen-
sor node should have spent the same amount of energy
for transmitting and receiving each data packet until deliv-
ered by the sink. We highlight the novelties of our pro-
posed algorithm by comparing the results against the node
density control [24], the upper bounds of lifetime algo-
rithms [25], and network lifetime optimization in [26, 27].
Most authors derived upper and lower bounds of the net-
work lifetime considering the event detection as spatial
behavior of data flow in the network [8]. Furthermore, the
optimum length of hop and optimal number of hops in the
selected path minimize the total energy consumed for the
data transmission. They also eliminate the assumption of
source concentrated on a point and assume that the source
is distributed over an area.
The node density control algorithm [24] proposes a
model to minimize energy consumption that depends on
the distribution model of the sensor nodes in the network
to explore the relationship of lifetime and the sensor den-
sity distributionmanner in the events area. However, all of
the nodes should use the same transmission range, which
causes exhaustion of the energy of the nodes. The model
analyzes the network lifetime by deriving the optimum
transmission ranges of the nodes.
Studies on the upper bound for the lifetime of data
gathering have been reported for various WSNs routing
protocols. In [25], a strategy is proposed for collaborative
information in routing protocol. This strategy constructs
a realistic network topology to simulate the gathering and
processing of information to investigate the optimal life-
time for some levels of deployment control. In this specific
topology, there are several different multipaths that data
packets originating at a specific source node can use to
send to the sink node. Therefore, these multipaths also
include paths with which the node does not necessar-
ily communicate directly through single-hop. Instead, the
node can transmit data packets directly to another node,
which is two hops or a multihop away, by spending more
energy. Thus, the total number of paths from the source
node to the sink grows exponentially as the number of
sensor nodes in the network topology increases. How-
ever, the implementation of such a strategy is difficult
because it is necessary to determine the exact locations of
all nodes in the network topology and then to coordinate
all the nodes so that different collaborative strategies are
sustained over different periods.
The authors in [26] developed a generalized power con-
sumption model to address the optimization of network
lifetime and resource allocation for wireless video sensor
networks (WVSNs). The authors formulated an algorithm
which jointly considered video coding rate, aggregate
power consumption, and link rate allocation to maxi-
mize the network lifetime. The approach in [27] combines
power consumption, video compression power, and net-
work coding power under multipath rate allocation con-
straints. Unlike lifetime optimization in [26], the authors
proposed a solution to provide convex lifetime optimiza-
tion. Meanwhile, in [28] the authors added a new routing
metric to optimize the network lifetime by exploiting the
cooperative diversity and jointly considering routing and
power allocation schemes. The authors developed flow
augmentation algorithm to formulate the objective func-
tion under specified constraints to reduce the complexity
of nondeterministic polynomial (NP) maximization prob-
lem. A collaborative protocol has been proposed in [29]
which leads to an increase network lifetime. The authors
in [29] extended the work reported in [25] by taking into
account the network topology and the effects of aggrega-
tion of data streams to permit derivation of bounds for
networks with arbitrarily complex capabilities.
As far as analytical studies addressing sensor constraints
such as computational capabilities, limited battery power,
and less memory in multihop transmission are concerned,
the authors in [4] proposed a theoretical data collection
transmission scheme from source node to a mobile sink.
Currently, research focuses on developing algorithms for
network route reconstruction in a multiple sink to min-
imize energy consumption and to increase network life-
time [30]. Fortunately, this leads to energy balancing
through network restructuring and optimizes the network
lifetime since the number of disconnected sensor nodes
is also reduced. However, the authors in [30] utilized the
advantage of having multiple sinks. Indeed, multiple sinks
ensure shorter hops to reduce the hop distance [12]. The
authors in [31] proposed a 3D grid-planned deployment
for heterogeneousWSNs to maintain a prolonged lifetime
of reliableWSNs. The problem ismathematicallymodeled
as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) optimization
with the objective of maximizing the network lifetime by
reducing energy consumption, while maintaining certain
levels of fault tolerance and cost efficiency.
In this paper, we present an approach for multipath
routing algorithm that partitions the path from the source
to the sink to considerably increase the node lifetime.
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The proposed algorithm distributes the routing messages
to under-utilized partitioning multipath and less load to
over-committed paths. It should be noted that our pro-
posed scheme is easy to implement and does not require
exact knowledge of the node positions. We present sim-
ulations for two scenarios through swapping the role of
detecting the event from single-source to multi-source
node to enhance the overall network lifetime. Simulation
results revealed that our algorithm provides a higher node
energy efficiency than the protocols reported in. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed pro-
tocol in multipath data routing scheme is described in
Section 2. The performance evaluation of the scheme as
well as comparisons against existing protocols are pre-
sented in Section 3. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
2 Partitioning algorithm for multipath routing
protocol
The communication paradigm of WSNs has its roots as
self-organized in an ad hoc fashion, where the source
node is a specific point and can communicate to the
sink through intermediate nodes which are called upon
to forward data packets and to form a multihop commu-
nication route. They derive the optimum length of a hop
and consequently the number of hops in the partition-
ing path selected to minimize the energy consumption.
The partitioning multipath routing approach is intended
to optimize the number of hops between the sensor nodes
in order to minimize power consumption, and it is con-
ceptually illustrated in Fig. 1.
A magnified portion of the path shows that some sen-
sor nodes are not aligned along the selected path. Thus,
this suggests the use of the concept of integer optimiza-
tion to partition the nodes that are not aligned along the
path. Partitioning is performed using the projection of
sensors positions onto the path, to determine how close
Fig. 1 Partition routing in WSNs
the packet is to the sink. The mathematical model uses
mixed-integer programming (MIP) to develop the lower
and upper bounds of network parameters using the cut-off
method [32].
Critical parameters that control adaptive switching of a
hop-by-hopQoS routing protocols are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The criteria for each objective function as related to the
decision constraints are used to determine the cut-off of
the optimal number of hops, from which the path from
the source to the sink is selected [33]. The main goal is to
determine the optimal path that satisfies all QoS require-
ments for an efficient routing protocol over a multihop
route.
MIP defines a critical parameter to solve NP-time prob-
lems [32]. The method is motivated by the need to find a
plan to increase the capacity of multi-service internet pro-
tocol networks [34], and it has been developed over recent
years to account for new technologies and mechanisms
that enable QoS parameters with different constraints to
be satisfied, as well as to guarantee the optimal resource
allocation for the task [35, 36].
2.1 Problem formulation
Vehicle monitoring using WSNs is a continuous prob-
lem to detect an event straight away. This is a
typical WSN application where the network compo-
nents need more power with high deployment cost.
Our model is close to the one described in [36],
whereas vehicle monitoring can be modeled with a
network topology and graph G = (V ,E), as shown
in Fig. 2. This topology is composed of n sensor
nodes deployed with a centralized solution distributed
Fig. 2 Depiction of the network topology
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according to a two-dimensional Poisson distribution
[37] with respect to the density, where |V | = n is the
number of sensor nodes and |E| = link denotes the set
of links in the network. Each node is characterized by a
transmission range, and parameters eı which defines the
initial energy in each node, Eelec represents the overhead
energy due to the sensing, receiving, and processing, εmp
represents the loss coefficient related to p-bit of informa-
tion transmission, and ξ3 and ξ4 are constants coefficients
of sensing. Moreover, each sensor node enters a sleep
state without ongoing transmission; otherwise, it enters a
wake-up state.
The existing link between two sensor nodes is defined
as e = (sı , sı+1) from node sı to node sı+1, where ı =
1, . . . , n. Each link e ∈ E is characterized by two integer
values: energy consumption and delay. A decision vari-
able xj is defined as a variable with the value of 1 when
two sensor nodes are connected, 0 otherwise. The source
node consumes Etx amount of energy to transmit p-bit of
information with transmission range over a characteris-
tic distance denoted by d with a specified number of hops
hop towards the sink. Each intermediate nodes consumes
the Erx of the amount energy of the receiving information
which is the signal propagated with εfsdα for a single-path
model and εmpdα for a multipath model for the trans-
mission amplifier, where α is the loss exponent of the
signal.
Given the set of network characteristics such as trans-
mission range, node energy parameters, and initial energy
in each node, we seek to answer the following fun-
damental question. What is the optimal value of the
active lifetime (t) of these partitioning multiple paths
using these sensor nodes which gathers data from a
source towards the sink? We will answer this question
by solving the problem of transmitting a bit over opti-
mal number of hops to minimize the overall energy
consumed and then to derive network lifetime bounds.
Solving this problem leads into insights on the funda-
mental limits with respect to network performance and
QoS gains using partitioning routing protocol. Table 1
provides a list of the parameters of the problem under
consideration.
2.2 Energy consumption optimization
A new mathematical model is introduced in this paper
to minimize energy consumption as well as to determine
the optimal number of hops. In many implementation, the
energy model for the sensor nodes is defined by assum-
ing that a sensor node uses its power to carry out three
primary functions: acquisition, communication, and data
processing [38]. The composition of the WSN is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The communication function consumes
more energy than the other two functions since it includes
energy transmission and energy reception [39].
Table 1 Parameters of the problem
Parameter Definition
n Number of sensor nodes
link Set of links in the network
eı Initial energy in each node
xj Decision variable
eı Initial energy in each node
Eelec Overhead energy due to the sensing, receiving and
processing
Esense Energy cost of sensing
Ecomp Energy cost of computation
Etx Amount of energy to transmit p-bit information
Erx Amount of energy to receive p-bit information
εfs Loss coefficient related to p-bit transmission
propagated over single-path model
εmp Loss coefficient related to p-bit transmission
propagated over multipath model
ξ3 and ξ4 Constants coefficients of sensing operation
t Lifetime achieved by the sensor node
d Distance of sensor nodes to the next hop
hop Number of hops for the selected path
alinkj Partition link indicator that lies on the selected path
α Path exponent
r Rate in bitssec of each of the p streams
P(n) Total number of events can be detected by a network
Eı Initial energy of each node
M Average number of events occurring per unit of time
such as day
tı Energy consumed to sense the event
Energyı Amount of energy required to report the event from
the source node
p Number of partitioning intermediate node
FoV Field of view of the sensor node in the network
λ Total average arrival rate of vehicle
β Probability of packet transmission
In most wireless sensor real-time applications, the fun-
damental question that should be answered is how should
the data be routed over a single-hop or multihops? There-
fore, the answer that the data needs to be sent over a
longer or a shorter hop is more energy efficient than
longer single-hop transmission manner. However, it is not
clear how to determine the corresponding intermediate
nodes and how many hops are needed in particularly,
when the source node is far away from the sink node
[40]. Moreover, the most commonly used energy model
is called first-order radio model [41]. According to this
model, the energy Esense needed to sense a p-bit is con-
stant ξ3. Thus, for a sensing rate given by r bitssec , sensing
energy is simply Esense = ξ3r where a typical value of ξ3 is
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Fig. 3 Composition of the wireless sensor node
50 nJbit . The computation core represents the energy dissi-
pated which is accounted for separately [42]. We assume
that the energy dissipated when p-bits are aggregated into
single stream is [25]
Ecomp = pξ4r (1)
where r is the rate in bitssec of each of the p streams and ξ4 is
a constant.
The radio consumes an amount of energy Etx to trans-
mit p-bits of information over a specified distance d, Erx
to receive p-bits of information, and εfs and εmp are trans-
mitter amplification coefficient that the energy needed by
the radio amplifier circuit to send p-bits of information.






pEelec + pεfsdα ,
for single-path transmission
pEelec + pεmpdα ,
for multipath transmission
(2)
where the amount of energy to receive p-bits of informa-
tion is
Erx(p) = pEelec. (3)






2pEelec + pεfsdα ,
for single-path transmission
2pEelec + pεmpdα ,
for multipath transmission
(4)
Table 2 The definition of all the radio parameters
Parameter Definition Unit
Eelec and Esense Energy dissipation rate to run the
radio
50 nJ/bit
εfs Single-path model for the transmitter
amplifier
10 pJ/bitm2
εmp Multipath model for the transmitter
amplifier
0.0013 pJ/bitm2
p Data length 2000 bits
α Path loss exponent for free space
environment
4
To transmit p bits of information over hop-hops along
the selected path, the total energy required is [32]
Esı sı+1 = p
{ n∑
ı=1
[ 2Eelec + εmp(dı )α]
}
. (5)
To minimize energy consumption with respect to energy
dissipation Pdiss, the optimization problem is formulated
as follows
Pdiss ≥ p{Etx + Erx}. (6)
Equation 5 is defined as the objective function, which
is to minimize energy consumption for a linear array of
nodes [22]. The two variables that must be defined are the
number of hops and the intermediate distance between
the two sensor nodes along the selected path. Theorem 1
of [24] proves that the distance is the optimal hop distance
for any d and the optimal number of hops taken, hopoptimal











Thus, Eq. 5 can be rewritten as
Esı sı+1 = p
{ n∑
ı=1




Theorem 1 The minimal number of sensor nodes
Noptimal to supervise of an area A during unit of time T is
Noptimal = max(N∗,Nmin) (8)
where Nmin is the minimum number of nodes that ensures
both network coverage and connectivity, and N∗ = T ∗ M
which is given by number of events M occurring per unit of
time T.
The constraints are obtained from the number of hops
from the source to the final sink and intermediate distance
between the two sensor nodes as shown in Fig. 4. Because
our application involves a realistic WSN environment, it
is necessary to find the optimal number of hops and the
corresponding intermediate distance. The equation for a
fixed intermediate distance, [36]
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Fig. 4 Linear energy consumption modeling
hop∑
i=1
di = d. (9)
It should minimize the value of Energysı sı+1 when d1 =
d2 = . . . = dn = totaldistancenumberofhops . Therefore, the optimal the-
oretical hop number can be obtained as an integer number









Finally, the objective function for minimizing the energy
for the partitioning path is

















xj ≤ dı , (12)
xj = {0, 1},∀link ∈ E. (13)
The first constraint in Eq. 12 guarantees that the opti-
mal number of hops between the selected paths can be
obtained, whereas the second constraint in Eq. 13 defines
a decision variable for the selection and partitioning. The
optimization problem is solved by dualizing the side con-
straint Eq. 12 on the objective function Eq. 11 using LR
whose optimal value is a lower bound on the optimal value
of Eq. 11. A critical parameter is defined to control the
adaptive switching of the hop-by-hop QoS-routing pro-
tocol. Thus, the embedded criteria based on the decision
constraint used for each objective function decide the
path from the source to the sink. Consequently, alinkj is
the partitioned link which lies on the selected optimal
path; its value is 1 if the link that lies on the selected path






























xj = {0, 1},∀link ∈ E. (15)
where μ is defined as a vector of LR ∀j where j =
1, 2, 3, . . . ,m
The computation of the minimum accumulative energy
Esı sı+1 required to relay a bit over a certain distance d as
referred to in Eq. 12, where the optimal distance is calcu-
lated over all possible selected partitioned paths has been
performed as shown in Fig. 5. This computation leads to
deriving a lower bound on the expected energy dissipation
in order to derive the upper-bound lifetime in partition-
ing network topology. However, the bounds derived using
the partitioning approach allow quick estimation of the
maximum possible lifetime by embedding both energy
consumption Eq. 12 and delay into the objective function
Eq. 11 in Lagrangian dual fashion to solve integer pro-
gramming. The resulting partitioning problem is usually
easy to solve with this algorithm. The structure of the
problem being solved must be understood for constraint
relaxation to strengthen the upper and lower bounds of
the objective functions.
Fig. 5 A collinear n nodes with partitioning selected path
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The proposed model aims at designing and implement-
ing a fast approximation algorithm that generates a fea-
sible solution. It produces upper (i.e., a feasible solution)
and lower bounds on the optimal objective function Eq. 14
for QoS parameters in terms of energy consumption
Eq. 12 and delay [36]. The control parameters, objective
function, and constraints for the proposed model include
the following:
(a) Control parameters for the network layer such as the
partitioning path selection and the node’s lifetime of
the selected path.
(b) The optimization goal is to minimize energy
consumption.
(c) Constraint for the physical layer include limited
energy.
The proposed model uses the sub-gradient method
reported in [32] to find the global optimal solution of the
objective function defined in Eq. 14 assuming that the
sub-gradient of the objective function can be computed.
This approach solve the optimization problem with fixed
LR. Since, LR is the most attractive method among the
few solution methods in optimization that cut across the
domains of integer programming.
Algorithm 1 describes the steps of the Lagrangian
method applied to find a closed-form optimal solution
for the constrained optimization. The idea is to relax the
explicit constraints by bringing them into the objective
function defined by Eq. 11 with the associated Lagrange
multiplier μ. Using the LR, the proposed algorithm can
choose the optimal μ for a given two-node pair. The con-
strained optimal path problem can be solved with respect
to the modified objective functions of energy consump-
tion (Eq. 11) and delay.We have added the delay constraint
along with the energy consumption constraint in Eq. 12
to calculate upper bounds for the objective function in
Eq. 14, since adding many constraints can lead to very
good formulation. Even though, there is an integer solu-
tion to the linear relaxation of the expanded formulation
that is also feasible for the linear relaxation of the objec-
tive function. This occurs by adaptation of the gradient
method in which gradients are replaced by sub-gradient
method by giving an initial value for Lagrangian mul-
tiplier by dualizing the constraints with objective func-
tion Eq. 14 for the power consumption and Eq. 12 for
the delay.
LR enables the development of lower bound constraints
for both energy consumption (Eqs. 10 and 12) and delay
constraint parameters on the optimal length of a con-
strained optimal path. These lower bounds are valuable
when a specific path from the source to the sink is gen-
erated by solving the sub-problems of partitioning link
quality.
Algorithm 1 Lagrangian Method
1: Formulate the objective functions for energy con-
sumption Eq. 11.
2: Rewrite (Eq. 11) a Lagrangian multiplier as Eq. 14,
where μ is the Lagrangian multiplier.
3: Calculate (Eq. 14) over the control parameter x, and
then begin with μ at 0 with the step size being a
certain k. ∂Energy
∂x = 0
4: Replace μ in the constraints to obtain current optimal
solution x.
5: For every constraint violated by x, increase the corre-
sponding μ by k.
6: For every constraint with positive slack relative to x,
decrease the corresponding μ by k.
7: If m iteration has passed since the best relaxation
value has decreased, cut the objective function at k in
half.
8: Go to 4.
2.3 Energy efficiency metric
Partitioning is performed through projecting the posi-
tions of the sensors onto the route to determine how
close the packet is to the sink. The sensor nodes are uni-
formly distributed, and each knows the location and link
quality of its neighbors. The lifetime of a sensor node
depends basically on two factors: how much energy it
consumes over time and how much energy is available
for its use. Therefore, to clarify these factors, energy effi-
ciency is defined as the number of data packets delivered
from the percentage of alive source or intermediate nodes
to sink with optimal spanning over the lifetime of the
sensor node in the network [43]. Following this defini-
tion, the predominant amount of energy is consumed by
a sensor node during sensing, communication, and data
processing activities as illustrated in Fig. 3. Indeed, we
show that all parameters such as coverage, connectiv-
ity, and node availability can be detrimental to lifetime
considerations. From this definition, the key results with
respect to this definition are established in the following
theorem [43].
Theorem 2 For fixed network sizes, the operational life-
time of a wireless sensor network decreases in the order of
1√n as the number of nodes n grows.
Theorem3 For fixed node densities, the operational life-
time of a wireless sensor network decreases in the order
of 1n .
Therefore, the expected lifetime of the proposed rout-
ing protocol on specified days depends on the event of
the arrival rates and can be described as the energy that is
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needed to detect or sense the events continuously within
a day, as shown by Eq. 16 [24].
Eeff = limE−→∞
eı
E + tı . (16)
Thus,
Eeff = eıp {∑nı=1
[
2Eelec + εmp(dı )α
]}
xjası sı+1linkj + tı
.
(17)
eı is the initial energy available at the sensor node when
traffic is generated in a random or distributed manner,
as shown in Fig. 6. The energy spent to sense the event
tı is proportional to the number of detected events dur-
ing a day mJunitoftime [44]. Each sensor node examines its
neighbors along the partitioning paths then maximizes its
energy efficiency when selected as the forwarder. There-
fore, the end-to-end packet received ratio, and energy
consumption are taken into account. Moreover, if some
intermediate sensor nodes were not addressed in the
packet header as unaligned partitioned path, it might
temporarily turn the radio off and enter sleep mode to
save energy. However, some other intermediate sensor
nodes stay awake and forward the packet because they are
addressed as aligned partitioned path. Intuitively, these
intermediate sensor nodes may fail to continuously sup-
port data transmissions long before the last sensor node
fails. This will happen when the number of intermediate
or failed nodes in the network reaches a certain critical
threshold that allows it to perform its operations. From
this point of view, the operational lifetime of a network
should be defined such that after like lifetime expires, a
certain percentage of data transmissions fail.
Let 	 be a real number that satisfies 0 < 	 < 1, we define
the operational lifetime of a WSN as follows [43]:
Definition 1 The operational lifetime of a network is
the expected time after which at least 100(1 − 	2) data
transmissions fail.
The understanding of the asymptotic behavior of life-
times is essential to determining of sensor network
whether or not a sensor network can function till the end
of its operation.
3 Performance evaluation
Data traffic dynamics vary significantly in different WSN
scenarios. Thus, WSNs traffic modeling and analysis
depend on the network application and behavior of sensed
events in the scenario [45]. However, the proposed rout-
ing protocol is analytical in nature and its simulation is
implemented using LINGO optimization module [46]. To
illustrate the main concepts of the routing protocol, a uni-
form linearWSN topology with an area (1000m×1000m)
composed of n sensor nodes is considered. We assume
that the current sensor node is iMote coupled with a cus-
tom camera board that is represented in 2D, where the
field of view (FoV) is triangular and denoted by a four-
quadruple sensor (P, dist,−→V ,ϑ), P is the position of the
video sensor node, dist is the depth of view of the cam-
era, −→V is the sensor line sight of the camera FoV that
determines the sensing direction, and ϑ is the angle of
the FoV on both sides of −→V . The dist varies according
to the platform of the WSN, and it make sense to the
behavior vehicle on the highway. Each node can be pow-
ered by three AAA batteries 1150-mAh capacity [47].
Fig. 6 The network topology
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The network topology is shown in Fig. 6 where energy
consumption attribute is associated with each path. The
concepts and assumptions are defined for a scenarios of
vehicles that enter a highway under certain conditions
(a) The source and sink nodes are placed inside the
wireless sensor area.
(b) The senor network architecture is considered
homogeneous.
(c) Each sensor node has a connectivity that is associated
with two positive QoS constraints in terms of energy
consumption and average delivery delay.
(d) The total number of vehicles on the highway is very
high.
(e) A single vehicle uses a certain percentage of the
highway resources depending on the type of highway.
(f) The decision to enter the highway is made
independently by each driver.
(g) Each sensor node is assumed to be aware of its
geographic location with a transmission range of
approximately 12.00 m, since a few sensor nodes are
assumed to be video sensor nodes that have more
constraints, such as the limitation on the sensing
coverage and the FoV.
Under these assumptions and conditions, the number
of vehicles entering to the highway follows a Poisson
arrival process for packet generation. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the distribution of number of events over
the area follows a spatial-distribution Poisson distribution
[48]. Poisson distribution is suitable to model the event
occurrence [49, 50] and has been widely used in analyz-
ing routing protocols to model events whose time/place of
occurrence is random and independent from each other
[51–53]. We assume that the events are independent both
temporally and spatially and the behavior of data flow
occur with homogeneous probability over the area. More-
over, Poisson distribution can be used effectively to model
the generation of data packets. The probability density
function of having a number of vehicles in a specified time
is given as




Where τ defines the interval 0 to τ , x is the total number
of vehicles arrivals during this interval, and λ is the total
average arrival rate of vehicle in arrivalssecond . Since the distribu-
tion of packet generation obeys the Poisson model, there-
fore, the time duration between two consequent packet
transmissions, t has an exponential distribution with the
mean number of packet arrival rate 1
λ
:
ft(τ ) = λ exp−τλ u(τ ) (19)
where u(τ ) denotes the unit step function.
Suppose that an event is detected by source node 1 as
depicted in Fig. 7 that should be transmitted to sink node
6 by finding the optimal partitioning path with probabil-
ity of packet transmission denoted as β . Therefore, the
multipath routing from node 1 to node n can be stated as
the level cut-off of number of hops which are determined
based on different seeds for the probability of arrival
λ generated in different highway traffic monitoring. We
study the behavior of vehicles passing along the highway
through various degrees of periodicity in the traffic data
flow and different environments which can be extended
to other traffic distributions and data gathering scenarios
as well. Therefore, the transmission between the source
node and the sink can occur in a single-hop or multi-
hop communication of the selected path according to the
remaining intermediate nodes.
The key to find the optimal number of multipath hops
from the source to the sink can be exposed to the con-
vex envelope or the convex hull of the objective function
by adding an objective cut. Hence, the evolution of energy
consumption and end-to-end delay can be generated for
the multipath that adopts the objective functions for the
power consumption and delay level cut-off at an opti-
mal number of hops corresponding to a feasible solution.
This evolution corresponds to feasible solution to the con-
straints that are added together to produce values of the
upper bounds. It is observed that the LR μ permits devel-
oping lower and upper bounds on the optimal length of a
constrained optimal multipath [33].
The lower and upper bounds are obtained by gener-
alizing results of the optimal objective function value to
minimize the energy consumption as illustrated in Fig. 8.
These bounds can be useful in the optimization prob-
lem to demonstrate that a particular solution generated
can solve the partitioning optimization problem by mod-
ifying the objective function of each path. Sub-gradient
method is used to find the global optimal solution by
Fig. 7 Definition of the mathematical partitioning model chain
topology
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Fig. 8Multi-QoS constraints with modified objective function
seeking the optimal multiples μ on all constraints. The
energy constraint is embedded into objective function
in Lagrangian fashion to solve integer programming as
depicted in Eq. 11. Thus, the estimate of the objective
function value for a path can be obtained by successively
adding and subtracting equality constraints to eliminate
the variables and adding the inequality constraints in
suitable non-negative multiples Eq. 14 as shown in Fig. 9.
We remark that estimates of energy consumption and
end-to-end delay for a path that adopts the objective
function for power consumption can be verified through
the level of cut-off at a specified number of hops. As
depicted in Fig. 10, the evolution of energy consumption
and average delay for multipath that adopts the level of
cut-off at the optimal number of hops corresponding to
the generated feasible solution.
Figure 11a depicts the network topology where the bold-
lines denote the path of the constrained multipath routing
when μ = 0. In Fig. 11b, the boldlines depict the modified
optimal partitioning path of the constrained multipath
routing with Lagrange multiplier μ = 2, 3, . . . and so on.
After completing the discovery phase and constructing
all multiple paths, the mechanism starts to select a set
from the constructed paths to transfer the data packet.
The selection phase of partitioning the multipath is based
on the routing metric in order to minimize energy con-
sumption of the selected paths. However, the selection is
based on the definition of critical parameters to control
the adaptive switching of hop-by-hop until the sink node.
The path selection is based on the critical parameters to
control the adaptive hop-by-hop switching routing. It is
also based on partitioning paths where the sensor nodes
are distributed into partitioning. All sensor nodes inside
the partitioning area can communicate with other each.
Therefore, all sensor nodes in each partitioning area have
equal link quality, i.e., transmission range. The exact par-
titioning of multipath is used to optimize performance
metrics such as energy balance and network lifetime. After
constructing all multipath and data is received in the
source node, the source selects an optimal path to its next
most preferred neighbor by partitioning.
The parameters used in the proposed model are pre-
sented in Table 3. The efficiency of the proposed model
is compared against the node density control [24], the
upper bounds of the lifetime [25], and network lifetime
optimization in WVSNs [26, 27].
There are several factors that affect the lifetime of the
energy-limited systems. These factors are network topol-
ogy, detecting the event, and number of sources. However,
our routing algorithm also provides results on the impact
of these factors along with their variations (time/place)
on the energy efficiency of the WSN when solving the
optimization problem.
Usually, the lifetime of the wireless sensor node
increases when the packet travels along many partition
routes that are estimated with an efficient link quality
[37]. Therefore, an increasing lifetime demonstrates that
Fig. 9 Adopting the objective function with the level of cut-off determination method
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Fig. 10 Adopting the objective function with the level cut method for the multipath routing algorithm. a The level cut at 5 hops. b The level cut at 6
hops. c The level cut at 7 hops. d The level cut at 8 hops
each sensor node unaligned on the partition route enters a
sleep state once because in/ongoing transmission is lack-
ing; each sensor node aligned on the partition route enters
the wake-up state.
The goal is to explore the optimal hop distance of
the nodes that belongs to the partitioning selected path
with sufficient energy to report the event to the sink.
Unlike our proposed algorithm, the node density control
algorithm [24] defines the reporting of the lifetime as a
non-cumulative function that depends on the total num-
ber of events detected by a network composed of n nodes.
Supposing that the total number of events that can be
detected by a network is denoted as P(n) and that each
node has the initial energy Eı . Then, to achieve a lifetime,
the total energy consumed should not be greater than the
initial energy at the node, that is [14],
Fig. 11 Network topology for multi-QoS partitioning multipath routing. aMulti-QoS constraint path. bMulti-QoS constraint path with modified
objective function
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Topology structure Square (1000 × 1000 m), sensor node
uniformly distributed
Total number of sensor nodes 50 sensor nodes
Message payload 64 B
Data length p 2000 b
λ Total average of packet arrival rate
Px(τ ) Poisson arrival of seeing a number of
vehicles in a specified time period
τ Specified time period















The total number of events that can be detected by the










Therefore, the lifetime of a network is expressed as
T(n) = P(n)M (23)
where M is the average number of events occurring per
unit of time.
The node density control algorithm, on other hand,
defines lifetime reporting as a non-cumulative function
that depends on the total number of events detected
by a network composed of n nodes. The node density
explores the relationship between energy efficiency and
the number of nodes. These nodes are dense nodes that
are uniformly deployed to optimize the lifetime.
The node lifetime for n nodes and the average number
of detected events per unit time in a given network can be
expressed as
Eeff(n) = eı∑n
ı=1 Energyı + tıM
(24)
where Energyı is the amount of energy required to report
the event from the source node along the multiple hops
to the sink node calculated by Eq. 2, tı is the energy con-
sumed to sense the event, andM is the average number of
events detected during a day [28]. A total of n nodes are
deployed along a highway to monitor the traffic vehicles
captured in the camera’s FoV. Processing is performed for
a motion differentiating between consecutive frames. The
location of the vehicle is defined as a complete trajectory
of the vehicle centroid moving in the FoV. The duration of
the detection is the time interval that a vehicle spends in
the camera’s FoV [33]. A vehicle is detected when no cen-
troid is overlooked during the event duration; otherwise,
the event is overlooked [44].
The focus of the simulation is to evaluate various
energy consumption optimization algorithms in [26, 27]
by adjusting the number of hops from the source to the
sink. For a given optimal number of hops, the optimal
energy in the sensor network is obtained by jointly con-
sidering the data rate and transmit power. Since nodes
in the network are deployed among different partitioning
selected paths, therefore, the node lifetime is propor-
tional to the initial energy spent to detect the event at
each node in a unit of time. The lifetime decreases as
the time to detect the vehicles is prolonged because of
the inefficiency of the regular deployment of nodes. This
deployment is performed to monitor the events and to
route the report of the occurring events. The proposed
algorithm designs an efficient regular partitioning topol-
ogy by performing link measurements when the nodes are
awake for event transmission or reception with minimal
extra energy expenditure.
Our proposed algorithm consistently outperforms the
energy efficiency than the node lifetime achieved by
[26, 27] under the same number of hops, as can be seen in
Fig. 12. Firstly our algorithm uses a partitioning approach
based on integer optimization to define the bounds in
the node lifetime of the sensor networks by discovering
the independence of the source behavior, the partitioning
region, the normal-log path loss modeling, and the resid-
ual energy. Therefore, a node can operate up to 180 days
using partitioning approach, which translates into approx-
imately 80.00% improvement compared to WSNs lifetime
optimization. Secondly, the WSNs network lifetime opti-
mization algorithms in [26, 27] are driven by the fact that
available power consumption and link rate, i.e., bandwidth
per sensor node or below or do not permit the algorithm
to express the feasible area through lower bound value of
information flow and physical flow over the select paths.
Moreover, the authors in [26, 27] find that each relay node
consumes a large amount of energy on network coding
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Fig. 12 Partitioning multipath routing comparison among three well-known algorithms: upper-bounded lifetime, node-density control, and WSNs
optimization algorithms
and decoding operation which means the higher quality
video is achieved at the cost of network lifetime.
Finally, our proposed algorithm as revealed in Fig. 13
has consistently higher energy efficiency than the node
density control for maximizing the node lifetime [24],
the upper-bound lifetime algorithms [25], and WSNs
optimization of network lifetime algorithms [26, 27]
which perform at approximately 46.91, 73.00, and 80.00%,
respectively. Generally, this percentage for all these algo-
rithms clarifies Definition 1 which considers the amount
of lifetime spent on the duty each sensor node per month
and takes the same amount of lifetime for each week. The
percentage of the node lifetime that this sensor node’s
duty represents is calculated by dividing the number of
hours spent per week or per day on the duty by number of
hours.
Figure 13 shows the energy efficiency of the WSN when
the optimization problem by is solved for energy con-
sumption. The lifetime of the sensor node increases when
the packet travels along a number of partition routes esti-
mated with an efficient link quality that connects the
sensor nodes in the network domain. This increasing life-
time demonstrates that each sensor node unaligned on the
partition route enters a sleep state once because of the lack
of ongoing transmission; by contrast, each sensor node
aligned on the partition mode enters a wake-up state.
It is important to address the average cost of rout-
ing algorithm in order to understand its computational
complexity. The cost of routing algorithm depends on
searching the optimal selected path from the source to
the sink. Usually, this depends on the number of effective
fitness functions required to evaluate the objective func-
tions in Eqs. 11 and 14 in terms of power consumption
and delay, respectively, which encompass to the desired
search space of the optimization problem. The percent-
age of complexity is defined as the optimal value of μ
required to obtain the optimal selected partitioning path
as referred to in (Eqs. 11 and 14) with Zd = Z. The aver-
age value of (Zd∗ ∗ 100) divided by the average value of
Z (Eq. 11), where Zd∗ denotes the number of actual lower
and upper bounds obtained from the determination of
cut-off [54, 55].
Figure 14 compares the lifetimes of different partition-
ing intermediate nodes with the single-source scenario in






This lifetime is proportional to the ratio of the total
number of nodes n that deploys an average number of
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Fig. 13Maximum lifetime under integer optimization (1) upper-bounded lifetime, (2) node-density control, (3) WSNs optimization algorithms, (4)
partitioning multipath approach
detecting eventM in a unit of timemultiplied by the num-
ber of partitioning intermediate nodes denoted as p. This
effect is understandable due to the increasing number of
partitioning intermediate nodes. In other words, the more
nodes involved to detect the event, the more energy is
consumed in a unit of time, thus, decreasing the node
lifetime.
Figure 16 illustrates the network lifetime for the case
of multiple-source scenario depicted in Fig. 17 with the
same assumptions as those of the single-source scenario.
The only difference is that continuous events are detected
by multiple sources and transmitted to the partition-
ing intermediate nodes. This assumption makes is easier
to illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
Fig. 14 Node lifetime for single-source node scenario
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Fig. 15 The network topology with single-source node scenario
Practically, the network lifetime resulting from the pro-
posed algorithm is longer than that in the single-source
scenario.
This can be attributed to the fact that the network life-
time is proportional to the ratio P(n)pM . With the same num-
ber of partitioning nodes, the network lifetime decreases
when more than one source detects the event as seen in
Fig. 16. Therefore, more nodes need to be involved for
event detection, and more energy is consumed by the
network in a unit of time. Hence, the lifetime decreases
when the number of sources increases. Similar to the
single-source scenario in Fig. 15, the lifetime decreases
when the number of initially partitioning nodes in the
network increases. The proportionality of the network
lifetime (Eq. 25) reasonably justifies this explanation.
Therefore, our asymptotic analysis has been clarified
based on Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 which state that
for a fixed network density, network lifetime decreases in
Fig. 16 The network topology with multi-source nodes scenario
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as the number of initially partition-
ing deployed nodes n which aligned in select partitioning
path. This analysis also shows that the network lifetime
for multi-source nodes scenario is shorter than the case of
single-source scenario by a certain factor, i.e., energy con-
sumption depends on the hop distance that the data has
been transmitted which supports our definition of net-
work lifetime for both scenarios. More precisely, Fig. 14
for single-source scenario illustrates a better performance
of the proposed routing protocol than multi-source sce-
nario. Unfortunately, it seems thatmost existingmultipath
routing protocols are inherently ill-suited to perfom effi-
ciently with multi-sources scenarios where the data needs
to report to the sink as shown in Fig. 16. Indeed, to
achieve multihop communication with the multi-sources
scenario, more multipath routing have been constructed
and selected independently (e.g., by flooding a control
message from each source node and having each node
remember the reverse selected paths to the sink) for
data routing. However, by reducing the number of paths
exploited, the amount of redundant information flowing
in the network decreases and less nodes are involved in
routing the messages. This increases the network life-
time and reduces the contention on wireless medium and
packet collision which ultimately increases the reliability
of multipath routing.
4 Discussion
Multipath routing in WSNs provides efficient strategies
to increase the bandwidth, improving the load balanc-
ing, reliability, and fault-tolerance. It also provides path
resilience. The generation of multiple paths is com-
pared between the single-source as shown in Fig. 15 and
multiple-source scenarios as seen in Fig. 16. The trans-
mission along multiple paths from multiple sources may
interfere with the transmission along another path even
when the discovered paths are node-disjoint. Therefore,
the interference may limit the achievable network perfor-
mance and lead to multiple paths, affecting data packet
transmission. The multiple-source scenario is usually
referred to as route coupling [56]. In other words, multiple
paths are located physically close enough to interfere with
each other during selection and data transmission. How-
ever, the route coupling caused by interference among
multiple paths may affect the performance of multipath
routing protocols. It may even lead to worse results as
depicted in Fig. 17 than routing over the single-source
scenario shown in Fig. 14.
This observation demonstrates that reducing of the
number of partitioning multipath decreases the amount
of redundant information flowing in the network. More-
over, reducing the number of node density involved in
routing messages increases the lifetime and decreases the
contention medium and packet collisions. As a result, the
reliability of communication is increased. Consequently,
most real-time multimedia sensor networks are based on
a many-to-one paradigm. Therefore, a multipath rout-
ing approach is geared towards the efficient and reliable
partitioning of transmission between the source and the
sink to optimize the QoS parameters in the multihop
sensor networks. In order to conserve energy, the mul-
tipath routing protocol must ensure that the traffic path
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selection along the selected path does not interfere with
each other. In most cases, this situation is difficult to
achieve.
5 Conclusions
Lifetime maximization is considered a key challenge for
energy-constrained WSNs. In this paper, we propose a
mathematical model for an energy-constrained routing
algorithm. The proposed routing is based on the determi-
nation of cut-off for the optimal number of hops to par-
tition the path from the source to the sink. We presented
a LR method to maximize lifetime by defining critical
parameters to control the adaptive hop-by-hop switching.
Our results significantly improve the lifetime compared
with the three well-known algorithms. The first com-
parison was done with node density control algorithm,
and our proposed algorithm has improved the lifetime
by 46.91%. The second algorithm was the upper bounds
of the lifetime protocol, and our algorithm has improved
lifetime by 73.00 and 80.00% for WSNs optimization of
network lifetime algorithms.
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